Synapse Presents

CONCEIVE 2022
THEME

Portrait Photography

SUBMISSION DATE

1st April 2022 to 10th April 2022

Come show your happiest memories and most creative photographs.
Rules:
1. Photoshopped or heavily edited entries will not be accepted.
2. Any entry without its Exif data (raw camera settings, original photo) will be disqualified.
3. Candid Portraits are allowed.
4. Photos must belong to the theme (irrelevant photos will be discarded.)
5. One contestant can only submit one entry.
6. You must follow @synapsesdaiict, @conceive.synapse in order to be eligible for the prize.
7. Basic editing, including colour enhancement, filters, cropping is allowed.
8. The person whose portrait is being submitted must consent to it.
9. The judge's decision will be final and no arguments will be entertained.

TO PARTICIPATE REGISTER YOURSELF AT:
synapse.daiict.ac.in